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The trex8 PDB features a lot of versatility, in addition to the VTX

 and BEC functions, he also provides a convenient connection 

to the camera, ESC,FC, and a lot of stray wires to the entire fuselage.



一、Welding VTX Module

       



For optimum heat dissipation, light the following diagram steps to 

install the VTX module

Use a section of insulating tape to hold the middle of the

 VTX module.



Then the solder plate of the welding module is aligned.



Turn the PDB back into the solder and use rosin or flux for 

a long time to maintain the temperature to ensure that the

 hole is filled with solder.



Ensure that the solder wire is not too high, will not affect the 

installation of the BEC module

二、Welding BEC

       



BEC module welding easier, but must pay attention to the 

installation direction must be correct, wrong welding will 

short-circuit and cause burning equipment.



三、MMCX天线座的安装

       

MMCX antenna seat is relatively small, you need a relatively

 small iron tips to easily complete.

Also refer to our installation steps to ensure that Welding quality.



First weld one of the outer legs.



And cut off a leg.

The legs of the welding center



Finally finish the other leg welding, you can also cut them to weld.

四、Welding XT60PW



XT60PW welding is easier, only need to maintain a high

 temperature and time will be able to weld well, 

but over a long time will melt the plastic shell.



二、Limit VTX Power

       

In some countries it is forbidden to use more than 200mw of 

5.8G vtx Power, in which case you need a resistor to complete the limit.



五、Welding SMT Nut



      SMT nut for the installation of FC, welding is not difficult, 

but need attention, try not to use solder plug screw hole, 

many ways to avoid this, such as plugging in toothpicks, 

or installation screws, if you have blocked it, it does not 

matter, forcibly screwed into the screws can be solder 

removal.




